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A Q&A about retirement planning
Individuals need not look very far
to be reminded of the importance of
planning for retirement. Television ad
campaigns touting the need to plan
for retirement have been front and
center for many years. Banks also
heavily promote their retirement planning services to account holders. The
emphasis financial firms and banks
place on retirement planning underscores just how important it is for
individuals from all walks of life to
prioritize securing their financial
futures.
Ad campaigns can make saving for
retirement seem simple, but plenty of
people may have questions about how
to save for the days when they are no
longer working.
Why and when should I begin
investing to build my retirement
savings?
It’s never too early to start saving
for retirement. Young professionals
may not be anywhere close to retirement, but that doesn’t mean they can
afford to put off saving for the day
when they call it a career. Much of
that has to do with inflation. The rate
of inflation varies, but it’s fair to
assume that your cost of living will
rise dramatically between your
twenty-third birthday and your seventieth birthday. If you choose to simply
save as opposed to investing that
money, your money will not grow at a
rate necessary to overcome inflation.
Though there’s no guarantees with
investing, traditional retirement
investment vehicles have a proven
track record of outpacing inflation. For
example, Standard & Poor’s 500®
(S&P 500) reports that individual
retirement accounts (IRAs) grew by an
average of 10.8 percent between 1971
and 2020. Over that same period, the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates that the dollar had an average
rate of inflation of 3.99 percent.
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How can I save for retirement?
Various investment vehicles can
help people save for retirement. Many
people utilize employer-sponsored
401(k) retirement plans. These allow
individuals to deposit money via
pre-tax contributions deducted from
their paycheck. For young people,
enrolling in these plans as soon as
they’re eligible can be a great way to
begin building their retirement savings,
and since many people contribute
between 6 and 10 percent of their
pre-tax earnings, their take-home pay
will not be significantly different once
they enroll. IRAs, pension plans,
certain life insurance policies, and
regular contributions to personal
savings accounts are some additional
aways to save for retirement.

How much will I need to save for
retirement?
No two people are the same, so
there’s no simple answer to this question. Estimates about how much
people will need in retirement range
from 60 to 80 percent of their yearly
income the year they stopped working
full-time. A financial advisor can be a
useful ally as people try to calculate
how much they will need to save for
retirement. However, the simplest
answer to this common question is
that there’s no such thing as saving
too much money for retirement so
long as saving does not adversely
affect other areas of your life.
What if I need money before
retirement?

No law prohibits people from
withdrawing funds from designated
retirement accounts before they retire.
However, there may be significant
financial penalties and tax consequences if you do so. For example, the
Internal Revenue Service allows
penalty-free withdrawals from a
401(k) after an account holder turns
591⁄2. Withdrawals made before then
could be subject to federal and state
income tax and a 10 percent penalty of
withdrawn funds. Individuals are
urged to speak with a financial
advisor about withdrawal guidelines
and penalties prior to opening a retirement account.
Saving for retirement is vital and
it’s never too early to begin investing
in your financial future.

What seniors should know
about social media safety
Seniors might not be the demographic individuals initially associate
with social media. However, Pew
Research notes that seniors’ social
media usage has been steadily rising
for a number of years, proving that
individuals 65 and over are not techaverse.
Pew data from 2019 indicates that
46 percent of individuals 65 and older
use Facebook. Social media platforms
like Facebook and Instagram can be a
great way to stay connected with
family and friends and stay up-to-date
on community events. But social
media usage is not without risks,
especially in regard to users’ safety.
Seniors without much social media
experience can heed these safety tips
as they navigate popular platforms
and discover all they have to offer.

• Examine your account settings.
Social media users can control their
privacy settings so they can decide
who can (and can’t) view their online
activity. Each platform is different, but
profiles set to public generally allow
anyone to view individuals’ activity,
so seniors should set their profiles to
private to limit access to their information.
• Be mindful of your social media
social circle. It’s easy to make virtual
friends via social media, but seniors
should be mindful of who they accept
as online friends. Carefully consider
each friend request and decide just
how big or small you want your social
media community to be. Many individuals prefer to limit their online
social circles to individuals they know
well and want to stay in touch with,

and that can serve as a good
measuring stick when deciding
whether or not to accept a friend
request.
• Avoid sharing personal information. Seniors are no doubt aware
that they should never share especially personal information, such as
their Social Security number.
However, seniors also should hesitate
to share personal information like
vacation plans. Seniors who post
about upcoming trips could return
home to find they’ve been victimized
by criminals who scoured their social
media accounts and learned when
they were going to be away. A good
rule of thumb is to keep personal

information private and limit posts to
information that is not overly specific
or sensitive.
• Recognize the threat posed by
scammers. Social media platforms
have had varying degrees of success in
regard to keeping their sites scam-free.
But scammers find a way, and users
must take steps to avoid being victimized. Never click on a link within a
post from someone you don’t know
and avoid anyone soliciting donations
through social media platforms.
Seniors are engaging with social
media more than ever. Such engagement requires seniors to be mindful of
the many ways to protect their
privacy when spending time online.

FINANCE
FOR OLDER
ADULTS

NOV

29
FREE WEBINAR

If you or a loved one are considering senior living,
we know the financial aspect can be overwhelming.
Here at Prestige Assisted Living at Chico, we’re here to help with a free webinar on
Tuesday, November 29 at 3 pm Pacific time with topics related to finance and senior living.
It will be hosted by Emily Schwarz from Elderlife Financial Services.
She will be discussing what information to gather regarding the financial needs of those
looking at senior living, VA aid and attendance benefits, and questions regarding power
of attorney and guardianship in financial and health decision-making.

Sign up for the free webinar at prestigecanhelp.com.
For more about our community and resources, call (530) 899-0814.
Prestige Assisted Living at Chico
1351 E Lassen Ave. · Chico, CA 95973
(530) 899-0814 · prestigecare.com/chico

License: 045000644
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How older drivers can increase their
comfort levels behind the wheel
It’s not uncommon for aging individuals to feel less comfortable
driving as they approach their golden
years. Whether it’s glare from LED
lights, aches and pains that often
accompany aging or age-related
vision issues, older drivers’ comfort
behind the wheel can be compromised by a host of variables.
Though older drivers cannot
reverse the aging process, they can
try various strategies to make themselves more comfortable behind the
wheel.
• Share driving duties on long
trips. The National Institute on Aging
notes that stiffening joints and weakened muscles are a common
byproduct of aging. In addition, the
Arthritis Foundation® notes that
more than one in two men and two
in three women over age 65 have
arthritis, which also can make driving
less comfortable. Age-related aches
and pains and arthritis can make it
very uncomfortable to drive for
lengthy periods of time when drivers
are sitting in roughly the same position for the duration of their trip. In
such instances, drivers can share
driving duties to make long trips
more manageable.
• Upgrade to a vehicle with
modern amenities. Various amenities
in modern vehicles make driving
more comfortable for everyone, especially individuals with age-related
aches and pains. Heated seats and
in-car climate control can help reduce
the discomfort caused by aches and
pains and ensure drivers and passengers can tailor the temperature in the
vehicle to their own preferences.
• Protect your eyesight. Much of
the discomfort older drivers experience behind the wheel has to do with
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eyesight. The NIA urges individuals
65 and older to see their eye doctor
every year. Such visits can ensure
prescriptions are current and that can
make drivers more confident in their
ability to see everything on the road.
Drivers also can speak to their eye
doctors about night driving glasses,
which are designed to help nighttime
drivers overcome glare from headlights and street lamps.

• Drive more defensively. A
greater emphasis on defensive
driving also can help aging
drivers feel more comfortable
behind the wheel. The NIA notes
that reflexes naturally slow down
as a person ages, which adversely
affects older drivers’ reaction
times. Drivers can counter this by
leaving more space between their
vehicles and the one in front of

them. Braking earlier and avoiding
driving during times marked by
heavy traffic, such as rush hour,
also can help drivers feel more
comfortable.
It’s natural for aging drivers to
feel less comfortable behind the
wheel than they did when they were
young. But drivers can take various
steps to increase their comfort levels
so they can stay on the road.

Annual Snow Goose Festival Offers
4-Days Of Exploration In Butte County
January 26-29, 2023
Patrick Ranch Museum, Chico
Experience the sights, sounds and
wonders of the birds of the Pacific
Flyway at the 2023 Snow Goose
Festival! The event offers activities
for the Active Adult, and people of
all ages during 4-days of field trips
and more at the Patrick Ranch
Museum. Registration begins in
early December.
According to the event website,
www.snowgoosefestival.org, the
Pacific Flyway ranks as one of the
greatest migratory pathways in the
entire world, stretching from the
Bering Strait off the coast of Alaska
to the steeps of Patagonia in South
America. Millions of birds representing hundreds of species use
this great avian highway each year,
and nowhere is this abundance of
wildlife more accessible than right
here in the Northern Sacramento
Valley.

With an ideal combination of mild
winter weather, abundant food and
rich quantities of water, Butte County
attracts a huge wintering population
of waterfowl and raptors. A local
favorite among these is the majestic
Snow Goose. With the estimated
overall population of Snow Geese
exceeding 5 million, as many as one
and a half million use the Pacific
Flyway. Tens of thousands of these
will winter right in Butte County.
In Chico and the surrounding
communities, the community celebrates this magnificent spectacle of
nature with the Snow Goose Festival
of the Pacific Flyway with outdoor
field trips, an art exhibit, and a Friday
night reception at monca.
This action-packed 4-day event
celebrates the millions of waterfowl
and thousands of raptors that migrate
along the Pacific Flyway and call the

Northern Sacramento Valley their
home during the winter months. This
is one of the least explored and most
amazingly diverse areas of California,
with habitats that include rivers and
wetlands, sweeping plains and grasslands, rolling foothills, sheltered
canyons, and mountain peaks.
FIELD TRIPS
You might choose to take a guided
tour of a nature preserve, visit a local
vineyard, hike the scenic Sutter Buttes

in search of lofty views and resident
wildlife, or watch a demonstration of
live raptors.
ART SHOW & RECEPTION
Don’t miss the “Wings in Art” art
show and reception at the Museum of
Northern California Art, running from
Jan. 27-Feb. 6, 2022.
For ongoing information, visit
https://snowgoosefestival.org/, email
info@snowgoosefestival.org or call
530-592-9092,

Serving area families since 1951
Cremation services, Traditional Services,
Celebrations of Life and Meaningful Tributes
Cremation
Pre-Arrangements

6382 Clark Rd.,
Paradise
(530) 877-4923
FD #899

2410 Foothill Blvd.,
Oroville
(530) 533-5255
FD #975

www.RoseAndScheer.com
November 2022 / December 2022
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The impact of reading on
long-term cognitive health
Older adults recognize the threat posed
by cognitive decline, which can make it hard
for individuals to live independently.
According to data from the Max Planck
Institute for Demographic Research
published in 2020 in the journal Epidemiology, since the mid-1990s, rates of dementia
cases in the United States have risen
steadily. Since that time, the annual increase
for men is 2.0 percent and for women it is
1.7 percent. Researchers concluded that,
“undercovering determinants of increasing
cognitive impairment risk should become a
research priority.”
As doctors grapple with figuring out
why dementia rates are growing, individuals can do all they can to help reduce their
risk for serious cognitive decline. Some
reduction in cognition is to be expected
with age, but dementias, such as Alzheimer ’s disease, should not be accepted as an
inevitable side effect of aging. In fact,
reading more can help people keep their
brains sharp.
Studies looking at the effects of daily
reading activity on the risk of cognitive
decline point out that reading does, in fact,
make a big difference. According to research
by Yu-Hung Chang, I-Chien Wu and Chao A.
Hsiung, from the Department of Public
Health, China Medical University and Institute of Population Health Sciences, a 14-year
study of people aged 64 and above determined those with higher reading frequencies
were less likely to have cognitive decline at 6-,
10- and 14-year interval measurements. This
remained the same at all educational levels.
The authors concluded that reading was
protective of cognitive function later in life.
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Dr. Wade Fish, Director at Northcentral
University’s Graduate School, advises that
reading can improve memory and concentration, and also relieves stress. Brain-stimulating activities like reading have been shown
to slow down cognitive decline in older age.
While reduction in cognitive decline is one
benefit of reading, Psychology Today also
reports that bibliotherapy, or the therapeutic
use of select reading materials, can alleviate
many different mental health challenges. It can
improve one’s social cognition and ability to

empathize with others. Reading also can be
associated with a longer life. A cohort study
drawn from the Health and Retirement Study
(HRS) collected by the University of Michigan’s Institute of Social Research and
supported by the National Institute on Aging
found book reading was associated with a 20
percent reduction in mortality.
Individuals who want to live longer and
reduce their risk of cognitive decline can turn
to books. Reading every day can support
positive health outcomes.

Prepare meals together as a family
Families that want to spend
more time together can find a fun
way to do just that by working
together on something they already
do each day. Cooking meals
together as a family can add some
fun to a task that’s already a part of
many families’ daily routines.
Children can learn quite a bit
from cooking, as preparing recipes
can reinforce school lessons.
Family cooking nights also pose a
great opportunity to create lasting
memories. Various sources indicate that children are more likely
to remember experiences from
their youth rather than the presents they receive. Some of those
cherished experiences can be
enjoyed in the kitchen alongside
mom and dad.
In addition to creating lasting,
fun memories, cooking together as a
family may make children less
likely to complain about foods since
they have lent a hand in their
creation. Furthermore, cooking
together fosters a special feeling of
unity and may establish a no-pressure, safe space for conversation.
With so many benefits, families
may be wondering how they can
foster and improve time spent
together in the kitchen. Here are
some ways to do so.
• Organize age-appropriate
tasks. Little hands can only handle
so much. A toddler can pour and
stir ingredients, while an older
child or teenager may be be ready
to chop ingredients or sauté at the
stove.
• Expect some mess. Parents
and other adults should go into
any meal creation process with
children expecting things to get a
tad messy. It may be possible to
minimize messes by setting up
workstations covered by plastic
tablecloths which can be folded up
and shaken into the trash.

Encourage children to sit down so
they don’t inadvertently spread any
messes to another part of the house.
• Begin with simple recipes. An
initial foray into family cooking
should involve a recipe that’s easy
to prepare and perhaps doesn’t
require too many ingredients. Build
on each success after that, growing
bolder with each subsequent recipe.
• Make it a multi-generational
experience. For many families,
Sunday was the opportunity to
gather at grandma’s house after
religious worship or to check in and
spend time together. Rekindle this
tradition by hosting weekly or
monthly family meals where
everyone gets to take part in
bringing the meal to the table. This
is an ideal opportunity for grandparents to pass down family recipes
and regale grandchildren with
funny stories and memories.
• Plan for things to take a little
extra time. Preparation time is
likely to take a bit longer when
multiple hands are stirring the pot.
Families can slow down and
employ some patience. Adults
should resist the urge to take over
when children may not be doing
things the right way. If meals need
to be on the table at certain times,
start an hour or two earlier than
you otherwise would to account for
some confusion and even a potential restart.
• Eliminate as many distractions as possible. The kitchen may
be the heart of the home, but it can
be dangerous to be around knives
and other cooking utensils and
instruments. Distractions like televisions or phones can draw attention
away and potentially lead to injuries from pots boiling over or children getting too close to hot flames.
Cooking as a family is very
beneficial and can be made even
more so with some handy tips.

Family Time is More FUN When
Everyone Can Hear

Schedule FREE
Hearing Evaluations*
For Everyone You Love
www.ChicoHearingAidCenter.com

513-6507

*to see if you could benefit from hearing aids.
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